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Abstract. This paper will discuss the applications of Bayes’ Rule and Bayesian Classifiers in Cybersecurity. While the most
elementary form of Bayes’ rule occurs in undergraduate coursework, there are more complicated forms as well. As an extended
example, Bayesian spam filtering is explored, and is in many ways the most triumphant accomplishment of Bayesian reasoning in
computer science, as nearly everyone with an email address has a spam folder.
Bayesian Classifiers have also been responsible significant cybersecurity research results; yet, because they are not part of the
standard curriculum, few in the mathematics or information-technology communities have seen the exact definitions, requirements,
and proofs that comprise the subject. Moreover, numerous errors have been made by researchers (described in this paper), due to
some mathematical misunderstandings dealing with conditional independence, or other badly chosen assumptions.
Finally, to provide instructors and researchers with real-world examples, 25 published cybersecurity papers that use Bayesian
reasoning are given, with 2–4 sentence summaries of the focus and contributions of each paper.

1

Overview

The word Bayesian occurs frequently in the titles of papers (e.g. consult the bibliography of this paper). While the
reader has probably worked with the most elementary form of Bayes’ rule during undergraduate coursework, there are
more advanced forms and applications. A highly related, though far more complicated object, is a Bayesian Classifier.
While not discussed at all in any undergraduate textbooks that the author could find, Bayesian Classifiers are already
very popular in cybersecurity research. Moreover, the author has encountered serious mathematical misunderstandings
that have caused scholars at multiple levels to make incorrect statements. Mostly, these misunderstandings relate to
conditional independence, a topic that will be explored at length in this paper.
Section 2 reviews two forms of Bayes’ Rule that we will need in the rest of the paper. Appendix A, however, lists
all ten forms in detail—as well as some background about why they are di↵erent in practice—even if they all can be
derived from what this paper calls “the universal form.” We also argue that because textbooks give only the elementary
form, and there are many forms needed in practice, there is an intellectual gap which disadvantages researchers.
Section 3 presents the spam formula. Bayesian Spam Filtering is in some ways the major triumph of Bayesian
research in cybersecurity, because everyone who has an email address today has a spam folder. Perhaps if spam
filtering were not so advanced, email would have fallen out of use long ago, much like bulletin boards (BBS’s) and
usenet newsgroups did. We show the derivation and pay careful attention to the assumptions, as well as discuss the
consequences of the most bizarre assumption, that spam versus non-spam emails occur with probability 1/2.
Section 4 presents the Bayesian Classifier formula and algorithm. The more mathematical specifics are placed in
the appendices, so various readers can decide for themselves what they need to read. The derivation of the Bayesian
Classifier Formula, with careful attention being given to the assumptions, is in Appendix B. The appendices of this
paper can be found at www.gregorybard.com after clicking on “publications.”
Appendix C shows that the Bayesian Classifier formula, restricted to n = 1, becomes the original Bayes’ Rule. In
particular, it turns into the finite-predicts-finite form. Appendix D shows that the spam formula is just the Bayesian
Classifier restricted to n = 2 and m = 2, subject to a few other assumptions.
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Both the spam formula and Bayesian Classifiers have as part of their assumptions some conditional independence
statements. Because conditional independence is an advanced topic, some researchers unfamiliar with it might desire to
avoid it. For the spam formula, we show a numerical counter-example in Appendix E. The counter-example satisfies
independence, but not conditional independence, and results in the wrong answer being obtained. Therefore, conditional
independence is not a concept that can be dispensed with. Since the spam formula is just a Bayesian Classifier restricted
to n = 2 and m = 2, the necessity also applies to Bayesian Classifiers.
Appendix F will demonstrate that the “proof” of the spam formula, as presented in the famous encyclopedia
Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications [16], by Kenneth Rosen, is actually incorrect. This will be done with an
explicit numerical counter-example, which meets Rosen’s assumptions, but causes incorrect answers to be obtained.
(Rosen did not correctly state the conditional independence requirements, a matter which will be described in that
appendix.)
Appendix H presents 25 papers, each applying some aspect of Bayesian methods to important issues in cybersecurity. Rather than a mere list of bibliographical citations, two to four sentences describing each paper’s contributions and
focus are given.

2

Two Crucial Forms of Bayes’ Rule

In Appendix A, we discuss the many forms that Bayes’ Rule can take. We list ten forms there, but one could easily
argue for five or for seventeen. (These are not arbitrary numbers. Note, 32 + 1 = 10, 22 + 1 = 5, and 42 + 1 = 17.) It is
mathematically true that all of those forms can be derived from the “universal form.” However, researchers wanting
to analyze data in applications might not desire to go through the error-prone and relatively difficult task of such
derivations. Looking through all of those forms is a useful review, and it demonstrates the subtleties of Bayesian
reasoning. However, for this paper, we only need two forms. The first is the boolean-predicts-boolean form:
Pr[B|A]

=

Pr[Bc |A]

=

Pr[B|Ac ]

=

Pr[Bc |Ac ]

=

Pr[B]Pr[A|B]
Pr[B]Pr[A|B] + Pr[Bc ]Pr[A|Bc ]
Pr[Bc ]Pr[A|Bc ]
Pr[B]Pr[A|B] + Pr[Bc ]Pr[A|Bc ]
Pr[B]Pr[Ac |B]
Pr[B]Pr[Ac |B] + Pr[Bc ]Pr[Ac |Bc ]
Pr[Bc ]Pr[Ac |Bc ]
Pr[B]Pr[Ac |B] + Pr[Bc ]Pr[Ac |Bc ]

The second one is the finite-predicts-finite form:
Pr[Bi ]Pr[Ak |Bi ]
for all Bi 2 {B1 , B2 , . . . , Bm } , and for all Ak 2 {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } , Pr[Bi |Ak ] = P j=m
j=1 Pr[B j ]Pr[Ak |B j ]

Of course, the names refer to the fact that A and B are boolean random variables in the first formula, and are
elements of a finite set in the second formula. The reader is encouraged to review the full exploration in Appendix A.

3

Critical Analysis of the Spam Formula

As a case study for exploring the role of excessive simplifying assumptions, and their impact on the uses of Bayesian
reasoning in cybersecurity, let us consider “the spam formula,” which is widely regarded in computer science. Specifically, let us consider the presentation of it in Kenneth Rosen’s encyclopedia Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
[16], a textbook of fundamental importance in American computer science education. In the 7th edition, “the spam
formula” is in Section 7.3, “Bayes’ Theorem” where it serves as Example 4, but with the assumptions incorrectly stated.
The (incorrect) proof of the formula is Exercise 23, which is solved in the back of that textbook. It is worth mentioning
that Bayesian Spam Filtering occupies approximately three out of seven pages of that section—this is not a minor nor
obscure application of Bayes’ Rule.
As it turns out, while the formula is popular and frequently quoted, it is based on three assumptions. As you might
guess, if the assumptions are false in practice, the formula produces wrong answers. However, the assumptions are
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very subtle, and we will show that Kenneth Rosen’s encyclopedia has the assumptions incorrectly, which invalidates
his derivation of the formula. Appendix F will demonstrate this with an explicit counter-example, and show it causes
incorrect answers to be obtained.

3.1

The Spam Formula Itself

Consider a pair of words, Word 1 and Word 2, which are likely to occur in spam emails and unlikely to occur in
non-spam emails. Let p1 and p2 be the probability of finding Word 1 and Word 2, respectively, in a spam email. Let q1
and q2 be the probability of finding Word 1 and Word 2, respectively, in a non-spam email. The spam formula claims
that the probability that an email is spam, given that it contains both Word 1 and Word 2, is given by
p1 p2
p1 p2 + q1 q2
Armed with many such pairs of words, one can build a “Bayesian Spam Filter.” Based on a collection of emails
(called a corpus) which have been carefully sorted into “spam” and “non-spam” subsets, a search will be made for
word pairs that cause the formula above to output a number greater than 0.95, or some other arbitrary cuto↵. Once
the list of word-pairs is finalized, any email containing one (or more) of those pairs will be marked as spam. Only
emails containing none of those pairs will be marked as non-spam. This is a common technique for spam filtering,
frequently used by internet service providers (ISPs). Alternatively, triples of words can be used, and the formula
becomes p1 p2 p3 /(p1 p2 p3 + q1 q2 q3 ). We will restrict to word pairs in this paper, because the analysis of the triples
would be very similar.
We will now explore the underlying assumptions needed to derive this formula from Bayes’ Rule, and then proceed
to explore the consequences of those assumptions.

3.2

Necessary Notation and Assumptions for the Spam Formula

Let S be the event that a particular email is spam. Let W1 be the event that Word 1 occurs somewhere in the email, and
let W2 be the event that Word 2 occurs somewhere in the email.
In the derivation presented in this paper, there are three assumptions. First, we assume that there is an equal
probability that an email is spam or non-spam, which of course is completely arbitrary. The author would prefer not to
make such an assumption, and it is easy to show that if we did not make it, then the spam formula would become
Pr[S ]p1 p2
Pr[S ]p1 p2 + Pr[S c ]q1 q2
instead. (This occurs as the second-to-last equation in Appendix D.) Nonetheless, since the spam formula is so widely
quoted, the author does not feel as though it is right to edit the formula.
Second, we assume that the events W1 |S and W2 |S are conditionally independent. This assumption means
Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ] = Pr[W1 |S ]Pr[W2 |S ]
Third, we assume that the events W1 |S c and W2 |S c are conditionally independent. This assumption means
Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S c ] = Pr[W1 |S c ]Pr[W2 |S c ]
Since this paper makes use of conditional independence, a concept not familiar to all students, it is also worth
showing that the formula fails miserably even when Pr[S ] = 1/2 is true and W1 is independent of W2 , but without the
conditional independence assumptions. Therefore, conditional independence is not a concept that can be dispensed
with. That is thoroughly worked out in Appendix E.
In his proof of the spam formula, Rosen presents assumptions that are di↵erent. What Rosen states is that
Pr[S ] = 1/2, and W1 and W2 are independent events, as well as that the events W1 |S and W2 |S are conditionally
independent. One might easily imagine that the independence of W1 and W2 as well as the conditional independence of
W1 |S and W2 |S might together imply that the events W1 |S c and W2 |S c are conditionally independent. The author of
this paper himself was mistakenly under this impression until corrected (with a counter-example) by Prof. Jing Xi of
the University of Wisconsin—Stout’s Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science.
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In Appendix F, this paper will show that the independence of W1 and W2 as well as the conditional independence
of W1 |S and W2 |S do not together imply that the events W1 |S c and W2 |S c are conditionally independent. Moreover,
it is shown there that the spam formula can produce significantly wrong answers when W1 |S c and W2 |S c are not
conditionally independent.
A reader who wishes to compare the work of this paper with Rosen should be aware that he uses the words
“we have no prior knowledge regarding whether or not the message is spam” to indicate that Pr[S ] = 1/2. This is in
Exercise 23, which is Rosen’s proof1 for the spam formula. That wording is extremely strange, and it would be much
better to simply say Pr[S ] = 1/2.

3.3

The Derivation of the Spam Formula

(This derivation is di↵erent from the one given in Rosen’s encyclopedia, in order to highlight the assumptions and the
connection with Bayes’ Rule.) We start with the boolean-predicts-boolean form of Bayes’ Rule,
Pr[B|A] =

Pr[B]Pr[A|B]
Pr[B]Pr[A|B] + Pr[Bc ]Pr[A|Bc ]

and then substitute B = S (the event that an email is spam), and A = W1 \ W2 , the event that some email contains both
Word 1 and Word 2. Making this substitution, we obtain
Pr[S |(W1 \ W2 )] =

Pr[S ]Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ]
Pr[S ]Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ] + Pr[S c ]Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S c ]

If we make the first assumption, that Pr[S ] = 1/2. Also, Pr[S c ] = 1
Pr[S |(W1 \ W2 )] =

Pr[S ] = 1/2. Substituting these, we get

Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ]
(1/2)Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ]
=
(1/2)Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ] + (1/2)Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S c ] Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ] + Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S c ]

Recall,
p1 = Pr[W1 |S ]

p2 = Pr[W2 |S ]

q1 = Pr[W1 |S c ]

q2 = Pr[W2 |S c ]

Because p1 p2 = Pr[W1 |S ]Pr[W2 |S ] and q1 q2 = Pr[W1 |S c ]Pr[W2 |S c ], in order to reach Rosen’s result, we must
assume that
Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ] = Pr[W1 |S ]Pr[W2 |S ] as well as Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S c ] = Pr[W1 |S c ]Pr[W2 |S c ]
demonstrating explicitly the reliance on conditional independence.
If we do make those two highly-related assumptions, we obtain
Pr[S |(W1 \ W2 )]

=
=
=

3.4

Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ]
Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S ] + Pr[(W1 \ W2 )|S c ]
Pr[W1 |S ]Pr[W2 |S ]
Pr[W1 |S ]Pr[W2 |S ] + Pr[W1 |S c ]Pr[W2 |S c ]
p1 p2
as desired.
p1 p2 + q1 q2

A Critique of the First Assumption

The first assumption, Pr[S ] = 1/2, seems arbitrary. The relative error of that assumption is the relative error of using
p1 p2
Pr[S ]p1 p2
instead of
p1 p2 + q1 q2
Pr[S ]p1 p2 + Pr[S c ]q1 q2
1 One cannot help but wonder at why this important derivation is presented as a homework exercise. Clearly, it is too difficult, as Kenneth Rosen
has gotten it wrong himself.
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More generally, that equals the relative error of using
Pr[B|A] =

Pr[B]Pr[A|B]
Pr[A|B]
instead of Pr[B|A] =
c
Pr[A|B] + Pr[A|B ]
Pr[B]Pr[A|B] + Pr[Bc ]Pr[A|Bc ]

as the boolean-predicts-boolean case of Bayes’ Rule. One can easily compute that this is
!
Pr[A|Bc ]
Pr[Bc ]
1
Pr[A|B] + Pr[A|Bc ] Pr[B]
or for the spam formula

Pr[S c ]
q1 q2
p1 p2 + q1 q2 Pr[S ]

!

1

and unsurprisingly, this comes to zero when Pr[S ] = Pr[S c ] = 1/2 is actually true.
For spam filtering, consider the realistic of Pr[S ] = 1/6 and Pr[S c ] = 5/6, with p1 = 0.91, p2 = 0.93, q1 = 0.11,
and q2 = 0.09. We see that the term in the parentheses will be 4. The uncorrected spam formula gives an answer of
0.988437281 · · ·, where as the true answer is 0.944742129 · · ·. This is a relative error of about 4.63%. Admittedly, this
is not much of a problem—for spam filtering.

3.5

A Hypothetical Application: Anti-terrorism Operations

Suppose some intelligence agency or police force wants to search for text messages relating to plans for terrorist attacks.
There could be words that are in common use by someone planning such attacks, that are rare in other circumstances.
The spam formula can easily be used for such a purpose, as can Bayesian Classifiers. Because Bayesian Classifiers
reduce to the spam formula when n = 2 and m = 2 (as shown in Appendix D), it makes sense to consider this example.
Let Pr[T ] = 1/1000 be the probability that a random text message, of all of the text messages sent in a particular
city or province, is related to terrorism. Using the p1 , p2 , q1 , and q2 from the previous paragraph, we obtain a relative
error of 1153.96%, because the multiplier in the parentheses is 998. The uncorrected formula gives an answer of
0.988437281 · · ·, as before, but the true probability is 0.008476868 · · ·.
It has been widely reported in the newspapers that such monitoring of text messages and social media is taking
place, but that the police and intelligence services cannot handle the large number of people who end up on “the watch
lists.” This is a clear indication of a large number of false positives, making “the watch lists” unnecessarily large.
The paper [3] made a somewhat similar observation, but the context of network intrusion detection systems. A
main point of that paper is that misestimates of Pr[B], sometimes called “the base rate,” can be responsible for a large
number of false positives. Simply assuming Pr[B] = 1/2 would be very unwise when Pr[B] is actually much smaller.

4

About Bayesian Classifiers

Because cybersecurity is composed of many disciplines (e.g. mathematicians working on cryptography, computer scientists working on operating systems, computer engineers working on authentication hardware, information technologists
working on router configurations, etc. . . ), it is safe to say that the majority are not familiar with the precise definitions,
formulas, assumptions, and derivations of Bayesian Classifiers, though many have heard the phrase. The goal of this
paper (with its appendices) is to spell it out, in as much detail as possible, pointing out the assumptions along the way.

4.1

An Overview of Bayesian Classifiers

The goal of a Bayesian Classifier is to examine a set of objects, and place each into one of m classes C =
{c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . , cm }. Every object will be examined in terms of n attributes, which are random variables, com~ = (X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . , Xn ). For any particular object, the values measured for each attribute are denoted
prising X
~x = (x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ).
The random variables Xi could be boolean, or they could be selected from a finite set. They could also be nonnegative integers, mapped into a finite set such as 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 9, “high” . As you can see, the integers greater than
nine have been grouped into a bin called “high.” One can even use integers regardless of sign, with a mapping like
“low”, 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, “high” .
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A Realistic Example Suppose several million newspaper articles have been digitized, and it is desired to map them
into some basic classes: sports, business, crime, politics, fashion, or other. When classifying newspaper articles, there
could be n words that are searched for. The values of the Xi s could be boolean, to represent the presence or absence
of each word in some article. Alternatively, they could be non-negative integers, to represent the counts of the words.
Perhaps the values of Xi = {0, 1, 2} represent the word occurring not at all (0), only once (1), or multiple times (2).
The “Training” Process Like most machine learning algorithms, there is a learning stage and an operating stage.
For each attribute (random variable) Xk , and each class c j , it is necessary to know Pr[(Xk = xk )|(C = c j )] which is
the probability that the kth attribute (Xk ) will take any particular value xk , given that the object is from class c j . The
pre-computation of these conditional probabilities is called “training” the classifier. Typically, this is done by having
a “training set” of many objects, each of which has been marked carefully with its correct classification (determined
manually or by some other method), before the training starts. Once the training is complete, the Bayesian Classifier is
ready to examine new objects (not seen before) and guess their classification.
In the previous example, perhaps an intern is hired to manually classify 5000 articles, that will comprise the
training set. Then the several million articles can be classified by the Bayesian Classifier.
Continuous Random Variables For a continuous random variable, such as human heights, the possible values
should be collected into bins. For example, each bin might represent a range of heights 2 inches or 5 cm apart, with
one additional bin for persons shorter than some cut-o↵ height (e.g. 59 inches or 150 cm) and one additional bin for
persons taller than some cut-o↵ height (e.g. 79 inches or 201 cm). According to this strategy, human heights would be
allocated to 12 bins.
The Classification Process Whenever a new object arrives for classification, its particular attributes for each of the
~ = (X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . , Xn ) are measured and recorded as ~x = (x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ). Once this
random variables comprising X
is done, a probability for each class ci is computed with the following formula
Q
Pr[C = ci ] k=n
k=1 Pr[(Xk = xk )|(C = ci )]
~
Pr[(C = ci )|(X = ~x)] = P j=m
Qk=n
k=1 Pr[(Xk = xk )|(C = c j )]
j=1 Pr[C = c j ]

or alternatively, a “score” for each class is computed by
si = Pr[C = ci ]

k=n
Y

Pr[(Xk = xk )|(C = ci )]

k=1

Once all those probabilities (or scores) have been computed, the classifier will output a guess corresponding to
whichever class achieved the highest probability (or score). By the way, a few published papers have those two formulas
incorrectly, a point explored further in Appendix B.3.

4.2

Can we Circumvent these Independence Assumptions?

The derivation of the Bayesian Classifier Formula (done in detail in Appendix B) makes the following (n
assumptions, for each of the m classes:
Pr[(X2 = x2 )|((C = ci ) \ (X1 = x1 ))] = Pr[(X2
Pr[(X3 = x3 )|((C = ci ) \ (X1 = x1 ) \ (X2 = x2 ))] = Pr[(X3
Pr[(X4 = x4 )|((C = ci ) \ (X1 = x1 ) \ (X2 = x2 ) \ (X3 = x3 ))] = Pr[(X4
..
.
. = ..
Pr[(Xn = xn )|((C = ci ) \ (X1 = x1 ) \ (X2 = x2 ) \ · · · \ (Xn 1 = xn 1 ))] = Pr[(Xn

1)

= x2 )|(C = ci )]
= x3 )|(C = ci )]
= x4 )|(C = ci )]
= xn )|(C = ci )]

The reader is probably surprised to see those (n 1) assumptions for each of m classes, implying (n 1)m
assumptions in total. These assumptions are so specific and bizarre that Bayesian Classifiers are sometimes called
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“Naı̈ve Bayesian Classifiers.” By the way, an equivalent formulation of those assumptions is given in Appendix B.4.
Note well that with n = 1, there are no assumptions. The absence of assumptions reinforces the view that Bayes’ Rule
is on extremely solid ground, in comparison to the spam formula and Bayesian Classifiers.
This paper would like to point out that the probabilities
Pr[(X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 , X3 = x3 , . . . , Xn = xn )|(C = c j )]
can be computed by experimentation, in small cases—a point we will make precise momentarily. This would eliminate
~ = ~x)] exact.
the need for the assumptions, and it would make the computations of the probabilities Pr[(C = ci )|(X
If all the Xi s were boolean, then there are 2n possible values of ~x. This means that there are m2n possible
~ = ~x)|(C = c j )] that need to be computed by experiment. If using n = 6 boolean attributes
probabilities of the form Pr[(X
to classify objects into, for example, 8 classes, then that’s only 8(26 ) = 8(64) = 512 experiments. This is not at all a
computationally difficult task. Of course, if using n = 20 boolean attributes to classify objects into 64 classes, then
that’s 64(220 ) = 226 = 67, 108, 864 experiments, which might be inconvenient or require far too much training data.
More generally, suppose that the Xi s are chosen from finite sets. In Section 4.1, we saw how human height, a
continuous random variable, could be mapped to 12 bins. In similar manner, we can accommodate other continuous or
discrete-but-infinite random variables into bins to make those random variables into finite sets. Let the cardinality of the
set of possible choices for Xi be denoted S i . Then the number of experiments required is given by m(S 1 )(S 2 )(S 3 ) · · · (S n )
which might not be too large in many cases.
In summary, the independence assumptions are not needed, and experimentation could provide for exact probabilities, instead of approximate probabilities. In some cases, too many experiments would be required. However, in other
cases, the number of experiments required is modest and entirely feasible.

4.3

The Assumption of Equiprobable Classes in Bayesian Classifiers

In online forums and blog posts, one tends to see an alarming error. Of the m classes C1 , C2 , C3 , . . . , Cm , for some
reason the assumption that Pr[C = Ci ] = 1/m is made for each possible Ci . This error was only found in 3 out of
25 published research papers using Bayesian reasoning in cybersecurity, so a discussion of it has been moved to
Appendix B.3 and Appendix G.
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